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WebCT Passage

Ghana 

Ghana, the earliest known empire of the western Sudan, first entered the historical consciousness of North Africa near the end of the
eighth century but probably originated long before. The empire's legacy is still celebrated in the name of the Republic of Ghana; apart
from this, however, modern-day and ancient Ghana share no direct historical connections. Despite early texts that discuss ancient
Ghana, it remains very much a mystery. Famous to North Africans as the "Land of Gold," Ghana was said to possess sophisticated
methods of administration and taxation, large armies, and a monopoly over notoriously well-concealed gold mines. The king of the
Soninke people who founded Ghana never fully embraced Islam, but good relations with Muslim traders were fostered. Ghana's power
faded toward the end of the eleventh century, when its power was broken by a long struggle with the Almoravids led by Abdullah ibn
Yasin.

Use this passage to answer questions 1-2

1 RH.6-8.6 
What is the purpose of Document #4? 

A)   To describe the history of Ghana
B)   To convince someone to visit Ghana
C)   To persuade that Ghana is the most important part of North African history
D)   To argue against other historians’ accounts of history

2 RH.6-8.1 
Which of the following quotes explains a possible reason that Ghana developed “sophisticated methods of administration and
taxation”? 

A)   “Despite early texts that discuss ancient Ghana, it remains very much a mystery.”
B)   “Ghana, the earliest known empire of the western Sudan, first entered the historical consciousness of North Africa near the end of
the eighth century but probably originated long before.”
C)   “Ghana's power faded toward the end of the eleventh century, when its power was broken by a long struggle with the Almoravids
led by Abdullah ibn Yasin.”
D)   “The king of the Soninke people who founded Ghana never fully embraced Islam, but good relations with Muslim traders were
fostered.”

WebCT Passage

Use this passage to answer questions 3-4
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3 H5.1D 
According to this map, what change did the Abbasid dynasty make after taking over from the Umayyads? 

A)   They conquered territory through Tunisia.
B)   They developed more trade routes.
C)   They moved the capital of the empire from Damasus to Baghdad.
D)   They expanded the empire using the Arabian Sea.

4 H5.2B 
What factor most likely influenced the placement of the Abbasid capital? 

A)   It provided access to the Euphrates River.
B)   Its location was ideal for trading.
C)   It created an easy route for people making a hajj.
D)   It was as close as possible to Jerusalem.

WebCT Passage

Use this passage to answer questions 5-6

5 H1.1B 
Which of the following was a long-term effect of the spread of ironworking in West Africa? 

A)   Farmers became richer.
B)   The Nok began making iron tools.
C)   The amount of trade decreased.
D)   Villages became larger.

6 RH.6-8.1 
Which of the following quotes best supports the main idea of this text? 

A)   “Gradually, knowledge of ironworking spread.”
B)   “Nok blacksmiths made axes, hoes, and weapons, such as spears.”
C)   “The ability to make tools out of iron brought major changes.”
D)   “...some scholars think that ironworking developed independently among people in the northern part of West Africa.”
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WebCT Passage

Use this passage to answer questions 7-8

7 H1.1B 
According to “The Crusades”, what was a positive long-term effect of the crusades?

A)   Christians gained control of Jerusalem.
B)   The crusades led to new areas of conquest and bloodshed.
C)   The crusades opened up new trading opportunities.
D)   Pope Urban II called an assembly at Clermont.

8 RH.6-8.4 
What is the most likely meaning of the word liberate as it is used in paragraph 1? 

A)   Free
B)   Destroy
C)   Help
D)   Read

WebCT Passage

Use this passage to answer questions 9-10

9 RH.6-8.6 
The speaker in this document would agree with which of the following statements?

A)   God always wants Christians to go to war. 
B)   The knights that took Jerusalem will not be rewarded.
C)   Knights that fight in the crusades will receive a special blessing from God.
D)   The crusades were a mistake and Christians should ask for forgiveness.
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10 OPTIONAL: 
What is the speaker in this document most likely trying to persuade people to do? Answer in the form of an ACE paragraph.

WebCT Passage

Use this passage to answer questions 11-12
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11 RH.6-8.6 
Which line from the text reveals the author’s point of view about the crusades? 

A)   “...it was ordered that siege machines should be constructed by the artisans, so that by moving them close to the wall we might
accomplish our purpose, with the aid of God.”
B)   “The Saracens defended themselves vigorously, and, with slings, very skillfully hurled back burning firebrands, which had been
dipped in oil and fresh fat.”
C)   “Some Saracens, Arabs, and Ethiopians took refuge in the tower of David, others fled to the temples of the Lord and of Solomon.”
D)   “Indeed, if you had been there you would have seen our feet colored to our ankles with the blood of the slain.”

12 RH.6-8.1 
“The Crusades” argues that “Christianity was spread in a violent, militaristic manner”. Which quote from “The Siege of Jerusalem”
best supports this claim?

A)   “The attack lasted till the sixth hour, but it was discovered that the city could not be entered by the use of ladders...”
B)   “None of them were left alive; neither women nor children were spared.”
C)   “Some Saracens, Arabs, and Ethiopians took refuge in the tower of David, others fled to the temples of the Lord and of Solomon.”
D)   “At the noon hour on Friday, with trumpets sounding, amid great commotion and shouting "God help us," the Franks entered the
city.”

13 OPTIONAL: 
Did the crusades accomplish their original purpose? Explain in an ACE paragraph using at least two quotes from any documents


